EXCEPTIONAL CRAFTSMANSHIP
Since 1983, IMAGE has been supporting renowned architects, decorators and designers in their high-end projects for the professional, public and private sectors.

Contemporary cabinetmaking, labeled Living Heritage Company by the State (EPV) since 2012 for our Wood and Corian® activities, we are one of the French leaders for the transformation of Solid Surface (mineral resin).

We operate in France and abroad in 3 different areas:
- Custom-made or mass production of furniture, objects and layout in Corian®
- External cladding
- Wood in damp rooms

Expertise and quality of execution place IMAGE on Luxury projects, where excellence is required. The projects are varied and our job begins with measurement and finish at the installation.

Whether it is a solid wood (cabinetmaking) or Solid Surface Corian® project, IMAGE, based near Lyon, is your privileged partner as a certified Corian® fitter. We are a member of the Quality Network of Dupont de Nemours, the Corian® inventor, which assures you a high level of finishing and a real quality of service.

Corian® is an exclusive product and a brand registered trademark of DuPont de Nemours, Inc.
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IMAGE design and manufacture custom-made elements for your different projects. Whether for kitchen, bathroom, welcoming spaces and also high-end furniture for both indoors and outdoors.

Whatever your projects, Corian® is the ideal material. It adapts to all environments and is resistant to the passage of time.

Thanks to its malleability and ease of processing, Corian® can be declined to infinity. Corian® parts can be bonded together to create an appearance without visible seals, providing unlimited creative possibilities.
Countertops in Corian®
Deep Nocturne. NH Hotel Group
Airport Lyon-Saint-Exupéry (69).
Architect: Requena y Plaza Madrid

Bar in Corian® Glacier White.
Hotel Mercure Beaux-Arts Lyon (69)

Kitchen in Wood & Corian®.
Particular houses

→ Kitchen island in Corian®
Glacier White.
Diagonal zero
Barcelone (Spain).
Architect:
Odile Decq

← Reception desk in Corian® Glacier White. SPA
From commercial and tertiary layout (reception desk, public sanitary, partition...), to restaurant, medical industry, equipment in clinic and hospital or even yachting and motorhome: projects are varied in our company.

The composition of Corian® allows it to withstand a large audience flow and intense use. It can be renovated in its original appearance in case of excessive wear.
Double washbasins in Corian® Citrus Orange. Clinique du Parc Lyon (69). Design Jean-Paul Espinosa

Sanitary in Corian® Glacier White. Commercial center Confluence Lyon (69)

Furniture in Corian® Glacier White. Magasin Carel Paris (75). Design Claudio Colucci

Pot in Corian® and oak. Commercial center Confluence Lyon (69)
Since 10 years, IMAGE has covered houses, public and private buildings with Corian® cladding or sun-breakers.

In collaboration with renowned architectural firms and general building companies, we design external cladding with a strong aesthetic signature and outstanding environmental qualities.

With an average of 15 000 sqm in manufacture and installation, IMAGE is the European Corian® building envelop specialist.
External cladding in Corian® Glacier White & Warm Gray Large monobloc panel 16.5m². 4 buildings - 7500m². Campus Eiffel Massy (91). Architect: Simonetti Malaspina & Associés
Thanks to an exclusive patent that enables wood to be made water and air resistant, IMAGE makes all solid wood furniture especially for damp rooms (countertop, washbasin, bathtub ...)

Sealing is achieved by impregnating particular resins that stabilize the wood. The finish has several layers of resins and varnishes applied manually between each careful sanding.

30 years of hindsight and experience allow us to guarantee their solidity and resistance to time and water.
Bathtub in wenge

Table in oak.
Particular house

↑ Square and bowl washbasin in oak with silver leaf
Design graphique : monsieurgentil.fr